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Possibilities for Community Formation through Bon Odori in School
Music Classes: Focusing on the Formation of Community of Action
TETSUGUCHI Mariko
The purpose of this study is to seek the possibility of the community building observed in Bon dance practices
in a music class with focusing on the formation of community of action.
First, the relationships between the characteristics of the community-like expressions of Bon dance and the
community building and the community of action advocated by Dewey were organized. Then, the class for appreciating
traditional folk songs at an elemental school which had introduced Bon dance practices was designed, implemented
and analyzed for the purpose of observing in what way the formation of the community of action appeared through
Bon dance practices in a music class.
Consequently, a small group of children embodied the quality of music with their various moves and formed
the community of action while imitating and correcting such moves. It was concluded that those small groups which
had succeeded in forming the community of action while their respective members’ demonstrating cooperativity
were likely to build a small community. The fact that the community of action was likely to be formed and the
possible formation of the community of action was read through Bon dance practices in a music class can be
explained by the characteristic of Bon dance allowing (1) anyone to dance to its rhythm again and again and (2)
people to easily embody the quality through their moves.
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